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SUMMARY

Inspection on January 18-21, 1983

Areas Inspected

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 26 inspector-hours on site in the
areas of liquid and gaseous radwaste.

Results

Of the two areas inspected, no violations or deviations were identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. B. Starkey, Plant General Manager
*S. Crocker, Manager, Environmental and Radiation Control
*W. MacCready, Radiation Control Supervisor
*A. Eaddy, Environmental and Chemistry Supervisor
*C. Wright, Specialist, Regulatory Complianca
*J. Petitigout, ALARA Senior Specialist
*G. Hudson, Project Specialist Environmental and Radiation Control
*K, Treagda, Health Physics Specialist
F. Watkins, Foreman, Environmental and Chemistry

Other licensee employees contacted included two technicians and three office
personnel.

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview
21, 1983, with

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on January
indicated in paragraph 1 above.those pers.

Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters3.

Nnt inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.

5. Inspector Follow-Up Items

This item concerned the need for contractor doses to be(Closed) (81-07-01) Through discussions with the
summarized and reviewed by plant management.
ALARA Specialist, the inspector determined that a program satisfying theThe ALARA section sends to plant
above recommendation was recently started.
management a monthly exposure summary of those contractors receiving

The inspector had no further questions.appreciable exposure.
This item concerned the need to maintain completed stay

(Closed)(81-07-15) Licensee procedures now require that personnel
time records for RWPs. The

complete the " Time In" and " Time Out" blanks on the RWP sian in sheet.RWP sign in sheet is checked daily to ensure that these bicr.ks are complete.
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If all blanks are not complete the individual is not allowed to enter
another RWP area until.the RWP sign in sheet for the previous entry has been
completed. This information is also kept on a chit which is used to issue
pocket dosimeters. The inspector had no further questions.

(Closed)(81-07-21) This item concerned the need to relocate the breathing
air carbon monoxide monitor readout and alarm to an area where it would be
readily visible. The monitor readout and alarm have been relocated in an
auxiliary building hallway. The inspector observed the new location and
found it to be readily visible to personnel going through the hallway. -The
inspector had no further questions.

6. I.E. Notice 82-31

I.E. Notice 82-31 concerned potential exposure problems for divers working
in spent fuel pools. The licensee will soon use divers to make modifica-
tions to the spent fuel pool. The inspector discussed planned health
physics controls for divers entering the spent fuel pool. The inspector
also reviewed the Special Procedure SP-453 which will control the diving
work. This procedures contains details for radiation protection and
communication with the divers. The health physics controls in this proce-
dure should prevent a diver overexposure during work in the spent fuel pool.
The inspector had no further questions.

7. Liquid Radioactive Effluents

The inspector discussed liquid radioactive effluent and sampling with
licensee personnel. Proceoures for sampling waste condensate tanks and
monitor tanks were also reviewed. Operating Procedure OP-34 requires the
waste condensate tanks to be recirculated for at least one hour prior to
sampling. This results in approximately 1.5 tank volumes being recirculated
if the tank is 100 percent full. OP-34 also requires the monitor tanks to
be recirculated prior to sampling. However, there is no minimum recircula-i

tion time for the monitor tanks. The inspector found that for two of six
monitor tank releases reviewed, two had recirculation times resulting in
approximately sixty percent of one tank volume being recirculated prior to'

sampling. The inspector stated that in order to obtain samples representa-
tive of the tank contents, adequate mixing of tank contents must be
achieved. The inspector stated that the licensee should determine the
minimum tank volume to be recirculated prior to sampling for release to the
environment. This evaluation will be reviewed during a future inspection
(83-03-01).

8. Gaseous Effluent Monitors
,

,

The inspector discussed the plant vent gaseous radiation monitor (RMS-14)
operation and calibration with a licensee representative. In order to
calibrate RMS-14 the licensee calculates the activity concentration in the
plant vent during a waste gas decay tank release and projects a calibration
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graph to relate counts per minute from the monitor readout to an activity-
concentration (uci/ml) in the plant vent. The calibration curve for this
monitor is -a straight line up to the point where the G-M tube response to
additional radiation begins to flatten due to the detector resolving time.
The entire curve has been projected by one data point from one waste gas
decay tank release. The inspector stated that at least two data points
should be generated inorder to have confidence in the calibration curve.
Licensee management acknowledged the inspector's concern and agreed that an
additional data point is needed for the calibration curve. This will be
reviewed during a future inspection (83-03-02).

During discussion with licensee representatives the inspector determined
that a comparison of the actual activity concentration in the plant vent
during RMS-14 calibration to the calculated activity concentration was not
available. The inspector stated that this comparison should be made and
documented. Licensee management agreed that the comparison should be made.
The results of this comparison will be reviewed during a future inspection
(83-03-03).

9. ALARA Program

The inspector discussed the ALARA program with the ALARA specialist and
reviewed the radiation exposure report generated for the refueling - ISI
outage in 1982. The inspector stated that in order to make the ALARA
program more effective that a job history file should be developed which
would document any problems experienced during the work or recommendations
for different techniques which would result in man-rem savings. The
inspector also stated that post job critiques held with key personnel
immediately following a job can be useful for soliciting suggestions or for
determining problems which can be solved before the job is next performed.
Plant management acknowledged the inspector's suggestions.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Item II B.2 of NUREG-0737

This item has been discussed in report nos. 82-04 and 82-23. The licensee
previously determined that the technical support center is a vital area for
which access or occupancy would be required to mitigate the consequences of
an accident. The inspector reviewed the June 1982 radiation shielding
analysis for the technical support center currently under construction and
found it to be adequate. This complete action identified by the licensee
for item II.B.2. Shielding requirements for the post accident sampling
system are being followed under item II.B.3. The shielding review for item
II.B.3 will be reviewed during a future inspection.
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11. Tour of Radiation Control Areas

The inspector toured the auxiliary building and outside areas in order to-

observe posting practices and to perform independent surveys to verify that-
posting met regulatory and licensee procedural requirements.

No violations or deviations were identified.
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